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Rksumb. On a ktudik par rkflectivitk des rayons X les monocouches d'amphiphlles fi l'mterface

eau-air Cette technique perrnet une dkterrnination prkcise et mdkpendante des kpaisseurs ~par la

mesure de franges d'kgale inclmaison) ainsi que des densitks et des rugositks interfaciales (il s'agit
d'une mesure absolue), ceci perrnet de remonter fi un profil complet de densitk klectromque La

rugositk, qui est duc in aux ondes capillaires excitkes therrniquement est donc rehke fi la

dynamique de l'interface, qui dkpend des constantes klastiques de la monocouche Les

diagrammes de phases des acides pas en Ci~, c~i et C~~ ainsi que du phosphohpide L-a-DPPC ont

ktk explorks et une analyse des transitions de phase a ktk rkahske Du point de vue structural, une

caractknstique gknkrale de cette Masse de composks adsorbks fi la surface de l'eau est que la

densitk du milieu aliphatique est constante dans les phases hquide et sohde Il s'ensult que les

courbes pression de surface-bpaisseur du film refldtent les courbes pression surface En particuher
la transition hquide-expansk hquide-condensk est rkvklke par un accroissement brusque de

l'kpalsseur du milieu ahphatique. Les rksultats suggdrent que cette transition s'accompagne de

changements de conforrnatlon des chaines De mime la dkcroissance de l'aire par molkcule dans

la phase liqulde-condensk se traduit-elle par une diminution de l'mchnaison des molkcules On

montre aussi que la structure de cette phase est mdkpendante de la tempkrature et de la nature du

groupe polaire Une transition vers une multicouche est observbe dans le cas des chaines les plus
longues On montre que la dynamique de l'mterface est compatible dans les phases liquides avec

un moddle simple d'ondes capillaires, sans paramdtre ajustable La rugositk du film chute fi la

transition vers le sohde, ce qui rkvdle une grande rksistance fi la courbure Les valeurs klevkes du

module de ngiditk que l'on obtient (de l'ordre de 100 k~ n sont sensibles fi la longueur des

chaines carbonkes et peuvent s'interprkter en fonction d'un moddle simple. La diffusion des

rayons X par les ondes capillaires est dktaillke dans le cas d'une interface rigide tel qu'une
monocouche sur l'eau

Abstract. Monolayers of amphiphilic molecules adsorbed at the air-water interface have been

studied using X-ray reflectivity Th1s technique allows an accurate and independent determlnatlon

of thicknesses (by the measurement of fringes of equal inclination) as well as densities and

roughnesses (since this is an absolute intensity measurement), therefore a complete electron

density profile can be obtained The surface roughness is due to thermally excited capillary waves,

and is thus related to the dynamics of the interface, which are conditionned by the elastic

constants of the layer The phase diagrams of the Ci~, C~i and C~~ fatty acids and of the
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phospholipid L-a-DPPC have been investigated using this method, and an analysis of the phase

transitions has been performed. From the structural point of view, a general feature of this class of

compounds adsorbed on water is an unchanging aliphatic medium density within the liquid and

solid phases. If follows that the pressure vs film thickness curves mimic thi
pressure area curves

In particular evidence for the liquid-expanded to liquid-condensed transition is given by an abrupt

increase of the aliphatic medium thickness The data suggest that this transition should involve

conforrnational changes Furthermore the decrease in molecular area within the liquid condensed

phase is revealed by a decreasing molecular tilt angle The structure of this phase is also shown to

be independent of the temperature and of the nature of the polar head-group A transition to'a

multilayer structure is observed with the longest chain compound We show that the dynanucs of

the interface are consistent m the liquid phases with a simple capillary wave model, with~no

adjustable parameter A strong drop in
the roughness at the transition to the solid state reveals

the onset of a ngldity against bending The high values of the ngldity modulus obtained (on the

order of100 k~ 7l are sensitive to the aliphatic chain length and can be interpreted using a simple

model for the elastic behavior of the solid monolayer The scattenng of X-rays by capillary waves

in detailed for a ngid interface such as a monolayer

Inwoduction.

Monolayers of amphiphihc molecules adsorbed at the a~r-water interface have drawn

considerable attention [1-7] and the interest in these systems has been recently renewed by the

development of new non-perturbative techniques of investigation of the surface of liquids
One of the most fascinating aspects exhibited by these two-dimensional systems is the great
variety~ if phase transitions [4-7] revealed by kinks in the isotherms (lf A), where His the

surface pressure (H
= y~~~~~ y ) and A the molecular'area

'From
a gaseous-like state, condensation can occur to the soLcalled liquid expanded (LE in

the nomenclature of Adam, Li according to that of Harkiqs)_ and then to the more condensed

and less compressible liquid-condensed (LC or L~ phase, or directly, to the LC phase at

temperatures under that of the triple point T (Fij I). Thi question of the order of th1S LE/LC
transition has been most controversial. Mechanisms like reduced cooperavijy if the trans1tlon

[8] or interactions between domains [9] have been invoked to explain the finite Slope of the

isotherm in the coexistence region (which has even beed considered as a distinct «inter-

mediate » phase [2]). Pallas and Pethica [10] have shown, however, that one can obtain flat

isotherms using carefully punfied materials, and it is now well recognized that this transition is

of first order. Further evidence is the existence of domains at the transition, which has been

demonstrated using light scattering [I I] (fluorescence microscopy [121'requires the introduc-

tion of fluorophores that may modify the properties of the monolayer).
On further compression of long-chain compound monolayers, or at lower temperatures

(increasing the chain length by one alkyl group is equivalent to lowering ihe temperature by
about 6 °C [3]), a variety of condensed jhases

can be attained Following Harkins [2], these

are referred as liquid condensed (L( and Ll'~, and solid phases, characterized by their

extremely lo,w compressibility and their stiffness (LS « superhquid » [sic], S « solid », and CS

condensed solid »). The order of the liquid-condensed to solid transition depends on which

of the L~, Lj, LS or S phases are implicated. A schematic phase diagram for fatty acids or

esters for example is given in
figure1 [4-6, 13]. Note that each phase is not necessarily

obtainqd with a given compound (especially with,the shorter chain lengths) and that,
conversely, more than one phase of each kind is obtainable with a given compound [6].

The properties of such films have been intensivdy investigated by various techniques
mechanical measurements allow the determination of elastic constants of the monolayers such

as shear moduh [14] and their viscoelastic behavior can be investigated by means of light
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Fig Schematic phase diagram of fatty-acid monolayers according to reference [2, 4-6, 13] striped

areas are coexJstence regions. Insert temperature-pressure section

scattenng expenments [15-17]. The onentation of the polarisible C-OH bonds has"been

determined by'optical second harmonic gineration [18] and information about the surface

density of dipoles can be obtained by surface potential measurements [1, 19] More recbntly,
the morphology of coexisting domains in first-order transitions has been investigated by

fluorescence microscopy [12, 19]. A decisive advance has been the determination of the

in-plane order of condensed films by grazing incidence X-ray diffraction [20-22] Lin et al

have recently investigated the phase diagram of heneicosanoic acid up to a temperature of

8.5 °C, and characterized its different phases [22] This technique is complemented by X-ray
[23-25] or neutron [26] reflectivity expenments

For this study we have used X-ray reflectivity which allows the determ~nation of the

electron density profile normal to the surface, i e. an accurate determ~nation of thicknesses,
of roughnesses and (since thJs is an absolute measurement) of densities. Both the hquid£
expanded to liquid-condensed and liquid-condensed to solid transitions have been considered

(Either the Adam or the Harklns nomenclature will be used in the following, depending on

which is the more appropnate, with no'assumption concerning the nature of the phases)
After

a presentation of the X-ray reflectivity techilique and of the experimental details, a

thJrd part of the paper will be first devoted to the discusion of the structural transformaiiins

of monolayers, and then to their effect on the dynamics of the interface The scattenng of X-

rays by capillary waves is'examined from their correlation function for a rigid interface in the

appendix ''

1. X-ray reflectivity.

I I X;RAY REFLECTIVITY AND THE DETERMINATION OF ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES.

For X-ray wavelengths, the refractive index of matter n is given by
n =

1- 8 ill The
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imaginary component fl is proportional to the linear absorption coefficient, and 8 to the

electron density of the material [27] For water and the CuKai radiation (A
=

0 15405 nm)

fl
=

0.OI26 x IO ~ and 8
=

3.56 x lo ~. Since the frequency of the electromagnetic radiation

is much largeithan the characteristic atomic trans1tlon frequencies of the elements composing
the organic compounds and water (H, C, O,.. ), the electrons can be considered as free

particles Therefore, the refractive index is determined at a local scale [28] and the accuracy of

the electron density determination only depends upon the resolution of the experiment For

X-ray reflect1vlty, which consists in measuring the intensity of the beam reflected at an

interface as a function of the angle of incidence, the wave-vector transfer q is perpendicular to

the surface of the substrate (q
= q

~
z, q~ =

4 « sin IA, where is the' angle of incidence).
Hence, in the plane of the interface, the average is taken over the area of coherence of the

beam [29] (here typically
=

O.5 ~Lm~), and one obtains the mean characteristics of the surface

averaged over distances up to a few tens of ~Lm Along z, one gets very accurate information

about the projected electron density p (z) (at a scale at most
=

«/q~~~
=

0.35 nm since the

larger incident angle is @~~~ =
50 mrad) Often one can obtain even more precise determi-

nations by the use of
a priori, generally chemical, constraints. It is shown in the appendix that

even a rough interface is adequately described for specular reflectivity by an average electron

density profile ( p (z) )
~ ~

Since the real part of the index is less than I, total extemal reflection occurs for grazing
angles below a critical angle

@~ =

/l
(@

~
=

2 67 mrad for water) For a single ideal diofiter

the reflected intensity follows the Fresnel law (R~( )
= (@ /2 @~)~ » ~). Let us note that,

since r~/r~ = + 4 ~ (where r~ and r~ are the reflection coefficients for s and p polarizations),
polarization efsects may be neglected.

If the angle of incidence is sufficiently greater than
@~

and multiple scattering effects may
be neglected, the equivalent of the first Born approximation in quantum theory becomes very

accurate [30] and provides a transparent mean to understand the reflectivity curves. In this

approximation, the reflectivity averaged over the coherence of the beam is given by [31, 32]

(R(qz))
=

F(qz)~ l
dje'~z~~§~~~ (i)

where p~ is the electron density of the substrate, R~(q~) is the Fresnel reflectivity of the

substrate surface -i.e the reflectivity of a perfect diopter having the bulk density of the

substrate. Equation (I) is subject to two kinds of limitations : Firstly, the Born approximation

requires small scattenng cross sections (and this is verified here for a 3 @~), secondly, the

density gradients must be small as compared to the wavelength
(I /kp ) (BP /3z)

=
(2

ar )~ ~~~(A / (z~) ~~~) =
0 03 for a roughness (z~) ~~~

=
0 3 nm).

1.2 X-RAY REFLECTIViTY
STUDY OF LANGMmR FILMS The shape of the refleptivity curvk

(Eq (I)) results from interferences between the beams reflected by the surface and different

interfaces As in many s1mllar cases, the present system can be described as composed of

chemically homogeneous layers, and a model can be constructed by considering tllese layers

as slabs of constant density. Then, one can take into account the roughness of an interface

(the standard deviation of its loqation z) by smearing this model through a
convolutiin with a

Gaussian function (see the appendix), leading to :

(di(~z)
"

diF(~z)
Ii

i~ (Pi P -1) ~'~~~'
~

~~~
~ ~~

)
(2)

s
i I

where z, is the location of the (i lit ) interface, p, the electron density of the i-th slab, and

~r, the roughness of the (I lit interface For a liquid interface, this roughness is due to
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thermally excited capillary waves With a surface tension y, a bending rigidity K, and a half-

w1dth at half maximum Aq~ of the resolution function of the diffractometer along the x-axis,

one obtains (see the appendix)

~2=
~~ ~ Log fi (YE + L°g2) ~~~
4 dry KAqx

where y~ is Euler's constant The reflectivity curve, calculated from (2), is fitted to the

expenmental data in order to obtain the charactenstics of the monolayer Since
~r Aq~ « I,

convolution with the experimental resolution does not change the results in the present case,

and this has been venfied. It should be emphasized that when building such an electron

density model, one must take into %ccount the natural separation, of the amphiphihc
molecules into polar heads and ahphatic chains. An attempt to fit using a single lamlna model

fails, leading to a much too broad interference peak. It is, nevertheless, generally meaningless

to assign difserent roughnesses at the air/chain, chain/head and head/water interfaces (the fit

leads to very close results, or non sigmficative variations)
The well defined interference peaks observed with monolayerj yield separate information

about the structure of the interface and the roughness. Actually, whereas the roughness

causes a continuous attenuation of the reflected intensity, certain regions of the curve are

highly sensitive _to a given parameter of the fit the overall thickness of the amphiphihc
monolayer is given by the location of the first destructive interference, whose contrast is

mainly determined by the surface density of the polar heads. Furthermore the part of the

curve recorded at grazing angles below this first intensity minimum is related to the density of

the aliphatic chains.

From the complete electron density profile, one can calculate surface excess quantities r

[33]. As an example, the number of electrons in the aliphatic medium per unit surface is

r~
= p~ i~ where p~ and i~ are the electron density and the length of the tails determ~ned

expenmentally The quantity r enlightens another aspect of the problem : the total amount of

matter m a given lamina is determined, whereas densities, thicknesses, and roughnesses give
information about the distribution of this matter. The molecular area can easily be obtained

from r~: A
=

n~/r~ where n~ is the number of electrons per chain For very thin layers
(S 0.35 nm ) such as the headgroup region, direct information can be obtained only about r,

but not about p or
I.

A last important point to be discussed is that of the analysis of the expenmental results

when domains of different phases coexist in the monolayer. For example, it has been

established [I I] that, in the LE/LC coexistence region, LC domains of typical size 0.4 mrn are

embedded in the LE phase, as expected for a first-order transition [10]. According to Grundy

et al., [34], if this size is smaller than the coherence area of the beam (= 0 4 ~Lm x 40 urn ), the

film can be considered as homogeneous Otherwise, the reflectivity is the average of that of

the two phases Practically, the difserence is extremely small in all the cases encountered in

this work and prevents us from distingulshlng between the two possibilities, but justifies our

following simplification treating the film as homogeneous

2. Experimental details.

2.I REFLECTOMETER FOR LIQUIDS AND LANGMUIR TROUGH. The diffractometer for

liqu~ds has been descnbed elsewhere [35] The CuKa, radiation is selected using a flat

LIF(200) monochromator and a small divergence slit SD (50 ~Lm) followed by an antidifsusion

slit SAD (70 ~Lm). The divergence is low (0 23 mrad). The intensity of the monochromated

beam is monitored by an ionization chamber Ic and that of the reflected beam is detected by a
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scintillation counter placed behind the analysis slit SA (A~ x A~ p
50 ~Lm x lo mm) The

source-to-sample distance is 40 crn, and the sample-to-detector distance 30 cm. With those

dimensions, the HWHM of the resolution function is Aq~
=

1.2.x 10~ m~', at
=

30 mrad,

along x, and Aq~
=

6 8 x
10~ m~ along y

A reflectivity curve is recorded by scanning across the reflected-beam at each incident angle
to determine the specular reflectivity and the difsuse background Using a conventional X-ray
tube (15 kW), we can measure reflectlvlties R(q~) down to 10~~.

Our Langrnuir trough [25], made of Teflon, has been designed to allow grazing incidenci
X-ray'expeiiments Most important in this case is to adjust the surface level, this is achieved

by displacemeilt of an auxilhary reservoir to within ± 5 ~Lm.
'"

The area is fixed by means of a Teflon nbbon whose ibis
are pinned at two opposite

16rnqis of the trough) thus avoiding losses [3] The surface preisure (measured using a
filtdr-

paper Wilhelmy balance [36]) can be used to control the area. In order to avoid surfade
vibrations,'tie hqqld layer was'only 3 mm deep and the experiments were canned out

overnight
The trough cap be temperature iontrolled

to within j 0[2 °C. The system is encloied m a

humidity iatura£qd box 2 cm high whose cover can also be heated and is maintained under a

slow nltrogin flow.

2 ~2 CHEMICAL Ddcosanoic acid'(behenic acid) CH~~CH~)~O~COOH, and tnacontanoic

acid (mehssic acid) CH3~CH2)28-COOH were purchased from Fluka ~punssimum, for gaz
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Fig 2. ~ Measured isotherms of monolayers at the air-water interface, (a) behenlc acid T
=

23 °C, (b)
mehssic hod T

=
23 °C, (c) pa1hltlc acid T

=
22 °C, (d) paInutic acid T

=

33 °C, (e) L-a-D#PC

T + 23 °C For claniy each curve has been shifted froil the previous by 0 al nm2 In the ckse of DPPC

the area per one chain has been reported
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chromatography), and used as obtained Behenic acid was dissolved in chloroform, and

melissic acid in a n-hexane/chloroform/toluen mixture The- isotherm recorded at room

temperature (T
=

23 °C for behenic acid goes through the L~, i~, LS and S phases (Fig. 2)
[5] It exhibits a kink at the L~/LS (or liquid condensed to solid) transition

Hexadecanoic acid ~palmitic acid) CH~~CH~)i~-COOH allows both the investigation of

the LC phase at room temperature and the LE/LC transition at a higher temperature since the

triple point temperature is 29 °C [10] Thls sample (Fluka, punssimum, for gaz chromatog-
raphy, 99.9 9b min.) was further purified by slow recrystallization from a hexane solution The

spreading solution was prepared by selecting a monocrystal, as checked by X-ray diffraction,
then dissolved in n-hexane (~ 5 mgml~ ~). The n-iexane used iq all these ~procedures

was

purified by slow distillation, and this point appeared to
ie the most important in order to

obtain the flat LE/LC coexistence regloni of figure 2 [10, 11]
The LE, LC and solid phases were studied using L-a-dipalmitoylphosphatidjlchohne

(DPPC) at room tempdrature L-a-DPPC'from Sigma was used as obtained, dissolved in

chloroform.

Each eipenment
was performed on a fresh subphase (ultra-pure water from a

milhpoie
system) whose pH

=

2 was adjusted using concentrated HCI. Small volumes (10 ~cl) of the

solution were spread at the surface, and, after evaporation of the solvent and very slow

compression, the system was, left to reach equilibrium The X-ray expenments which lasted

12 h long were performed on clearly equilibrated (but metastable, vide infra) layers [3i, 37~.

3. Results and discussion.

A first step when studying monolayers at the air-water interface is, of course, to carefully
charaqtenze the bare water surface [24, 38]. The corresponding reflect1vlty curve (normalized

to R~(8 )) (Fig 3) has a Gaussian shape, and the roughness is « =
0.31 nm ± 0 01 nm. (The

error bars are estimated by assuming Poisson statistics for each independent counting process

and according,to the contour Ax ~
= x

~ x(~~
=

l in the space of parameters for each fit) It

~'~
0 lo 20 30 40 50

1 (x 10~)

Fig 3 Reflectivity curve of the bare water surface (normalized to Fresnel reflectivity) The line is j
fit with, (z~) ~'~

=

0 31 nm ~
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should be pointed out that this measured roughness is
calculable from the coupling mode

model for capillary waves without any adjustable parameter [39] indicating that this model

provides a « good »
cut-off for the modes at high wave-vectors (see the appendix).

3 STRUCTURAL CHANGES.

31-1LE/LC transition The results conceming the LE/LC phase transition for

hexadecanoic acid at T
=

33 °C have been detailed elsewhere (Fig. 4, Tab. 1) [25]. It occurs at

a pressure below the spreading pressure and thus is an equihbnum phenomenon [36, 37] Let

us recall that the transition is evidenced by an abrupt increase of the aliphatic medium

thickness from 1.42±0.07nm to 1.68 ± 0.05nm (Fig. 5), occumng it constant deqsity
(p~

=
(0.95 ± 0 03 p~~o) Furthermore, the ~density p~ of the polar heads was found to be

1.24±0.03 p~~o, and their thickness i~ slightly increased at ~the transition from

0.33 ± 0.05 nm to 0.40 ± 0.04 urn, suggesting a reorientation. This, however, cannot be firmly
established since p~ and i~

are correlated. Let us also note that the structural parameters of

the film in the LC phase below the triple point (at T
=

22 °C) were found to be identical to

those found above the tnple point in the same phase, even at pressures for which the LE

phase is present at T
=

33 °C (Fig. 4).
We have also investigated the LE/LC transition of L-a-DPPC, a compound which offers the

possibility -of an interesting companson with hexadecanoic acid, since the lengths of their

aliphatic chains are identical, whereas their polar head-groups are quite different. This

phosphohpidic matenal allows the study of both the LE/LC and the LC/S transitions at thq
sine temperiiure The data are reported in figure 4 and table II. In this casi'as well, thi

chain density remains constant over the LE and LC phases (0.95 p~~o)= At the LE/LC

transition, the ahphatic medium thickness increases from 5 urn to 1.7 nm, and the density of

the polar heads (which are much more important than in fatty acids) increases from

25 p ~~o to 1.5 p ~~o

o.50
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Fig 4 Characteristics of the hexadecanoic acid film at T
=

33 °C (hollow circles) and T
=

22 °C

(filled circles) (a) surface roughness, the dashed line is a fit using equation (3), ~b) thickness of the

ahphatic medium L-a-DPPC T
=

23 °C
: (c) roughness, (d) thickness of the aliphatic medium
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Table Ia. -Parameters of the hexadecanoic acid monolayer at T
=

33 °C

X 10~ iheads 6heads X 10~) (nm)

(+0 1) (+0 1) (+0 1) (+0 2) (+0 2) (+0 01)

5 1 43 3 4 0 33 4 4 1.45 0 325

9 1 425 3 5 0 39 4 32 1.65 0 35

10 1 425 3 45 0 325 4 4 1 45 0 325

II 1 65 3 45 0 33 4 4 1 45 0 33

IS 1 71 3 5 0 3 4 45 1.35 0 35

21 1.7 3 3 0 45 4 45 2 0 35

22 1 68 3 35 0 46 4 45 2 05 0 37

25 1 69 3 3 0 39 4 3 1 7 0 38

Table Ib Parameters of the hexadecanoic acid monolayer at T
=

22 °C

X
10~ iheods 6heods heads(nm X 1°~) ~~~~

(+0.1) (+0 1) (+0 1) 2) (+0 2) (+0 01)

5 1 67 3 3 0 42 4 2 1 75 0 32

lo 1 69 3 5 0 43 4 4 1 90 0 32

IS 1 705 3 45 0 33 4 4 1 45 0 335

20 1 69 3 4 0 38 4 35 1 65 0 345

25 1 72 3 45 0 41 4 4 1 80 0 32

'

~'~
0 lo 20 30 40 50 60

1 (x 10~)

Fig 5 Expenmental reflectivity curves (normalized to Fresnel reflectivity) for hexadecanoic acid and

best fits. Hollow squares T=33°C, H=9mN/m (LE phase) Filled circles T=33°C,
H

=

25 mN/m (LC phase) The shift in the destructive interference at T
=

33 °C is indicative of a thicker

LC film

The exact mechanism of the LE/LC transition remains a questionable subject [40]. It is

generally admitted that in two dimensions ngid rods can only undergo one first-order phase
transition, implying that at least one of the Gas/LE or LE/LC transition is to be attributed to
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Table II Paramiters of the L-a-DPPC monolayer at T
=

23 ~C

X
10~ iheads heads(nm X 10~) (nm)

(+0 1) (+0 1) (+0 1) 4) (+0 3) (+0 01)

lo 1 5 3 4 0 5 4 45 2 25 0 325

186 16 34 06 42 250 0345

193 162 34 06 47 280 034

22.3 1.75 3 4 0 6 '5 4 3 25 0 39

29 168 34 06 5 3 039

37 1 75 3 4 0 6 5 35 3 20 0 44

38 5' 1 7 3 4 0 6 5 25 3 IS 0 39

103 _17 3 4 06 55 3 30 041

42 17 34 06 56 335 043

441 17 34 06 55 330 04

458 175 34 06 53 320 044

the flexibility of the chains [4, 40, 41]. The present dita suggest that such is the case for the

LE/LC transition. Actually, if no conformational changes were to be involved, thermal

motion of the chains as a whole would be responsible for the decrease in entropy at the

transition [40], implying large changes in density, which are not observed. On the contrary,
the increase in thickness exactly compensates for the reduction in available area under the

constraint of constant density (Fig. 2). Let us note that the loss of conformational freedom

can be balanced by an increase in dispersive-force strengths at nearly constant density since

the film thickness increases.

The data also suggest a reorientation of the polar head-groups at the transition in the case

of hexadecanoic acid Such a molecular reonentation has been observed at this transition by
optical second-harmonic generation 11 8], and could arise from chain packing constraints On

the contrary, in the case of DPPC (this determination is more accurate since the headgroups

are more developed) no such reorientation is observed.

In the LC #hase, the structure of the aliphatic medium appears to be independent on the

temperature and on the nature of the polar headgroup, indicating that this phase should be

characterized by a well defined conformation with only few defaults.

Recent molecular dynamics calculations [42] using a realistic model have furnished a

picture very close to
thit suggested by the present results in the LE phase, each chain has

one or two gauche cinformations (decreasing the mean thickness), whereas in the LC phase,
the molecules have less conformational defects and are tilted ~llere of approximately 30° using

a molecular ldngth of1 92 nm [43]). An identical conclusion has been drawn from a recent

mean-field theory of chain packing statistics [40]
-.---/--

31.2 Liquid condensed, and solid phase. The thickness of the ahphatic medium and the

roughness of the interface are reported in figuje 6 and table III for behenic and [24] The tail

length increases slightly up to the solid phase with a more abrupt vanation near the LC

(<L()/S transition Another increase. in the thickness is observed at H
=

45 mN/m, and might
correspond td another phase transition, which has been inferred from symmetry arguments

j?]. The phase it lower pressure should be-the
>«

superhquid LS phase in the nomenclature

of Harkins [2, 5], and the other one the « solid S phase. As noticed in reference [21], the

accuracy of the tail length determination is limited by coupling with the head group medium

thickness, making the determination of very small tilt angles (up to =12) difficult. In any

case, the tilt angle is very low in the solid S and LS phases Note also that the chain density

Yemains almost constant, p~ =

(0 95 ± 0 03 p H~o over both the LC and S phases The density
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Fig 6 Characteristics of the behenic acid film at T
=

23 °C (a) surface roughness, the dashed line is

a fit using equation (3), (b) thickness of the aliphatlc medium. Mehssic acid T
=

23 °C (c) roughness,
(d) thickness of the ahphatic medium

Table III. Parameters of the behenic acid monolayer at T
=

23 °C

Grads X
10~ iheads 6heads heads(nm X 10~) (g~)~~~ (nm)

(+0 IS) (+0 1) 06) 3) (+0 2) (+0 07)

S-1 2 35 3 5 0 25 5 1 25 0 325

lo 6 2 4 3 6 0 25 5 1 25 ' 0 35

IS 9 2 4 3 4 0 25 5 1 1 30 0 36

17 8 2 45 3 5 0 3 5 1 1 50 0 345

19 2 55 3 5 0 25 5 1 1 30 0 34

20 1 2 55 3 5
I

25 5 3 1 35 0 335

20 6 2 55 3 55 0 25 5 3 1 35 0 32

21 2 2 45 3.4 0 4 5 2 2 lo 0 3

26 8 2~55 3 25 0 3 5 3 1 60 0 315

31 8 2 45 3 3 0 4 5 2 2 lo 0 335

37 2 58 3 55 0 4 5 3 2 lo 0 365

45 265 36 033 57 190 042

of the polar heads also remains approximately constant p ~ =
l.5 p ~~o,

whereas their thickness

increases from 0 25,nm ti 0.4 urn, suggesting a reorientation
,

The evolution on compression of the mehssic acid film is similar to that of behenic acid

(Fig. 6, Tab IV). The chain length increases rather smoothly near the transition from

=
3 ± 0 02 urn to

=
3 5 ± 0 02 nm. The chain density slightly increases from

p~ =

(092±002)p~~o in, the LC phase and remains constant within the solid phase

p~ =

(0.97 ± 0 02)pH~o, whereas the density of the 0 38 ± 0.04nm thick heads increases

continuously from 18 p~~o to 1.47 p~~o
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Table IV Parameters of the triacontanoic acid monolayer at T
=

23 °C

llads(nm) 10~ iheads 6heads heads(nm X (nm)

(+0 1) (+0 1) 06) 3) (+0 2) (+0 015)

4 2 99 3 33 0 39 4 47 1 75 0 48

5 2 97 3.27 0 44 4 27 1 90 0 49

5 3 07 3 46 0 392 4 12 60 0 515

lo 3'3 3 32 0 38 4 7 t 80 0 53

13 3 55 3 53 0 39 4 85 90 0 52

IS 3 3 3 4 0 38 4 45 70 0 475

IS 3 37 3 45 0 37 4 6 70 0 48

18 3 45 3 45 0 38 4 73 80 0 48

20 3 51 3 51 041 4 8 2 00 0 46

22 3 28 3.32 0 4 5 3 2 00 0 47

25 3 52 3 4 0 36 4 8 75 0 475

32 5 3 38 3 27 0 35 4 8 70 0 535

In both cases, the continuous variations of the film parameters reflect the decrease in

molecular area It appears that the constraint A
=

n~/p~ i~ is mainly filled by an increase in the

film thickness. The jesults support a reorientation of both the ahphatic chains and polar
headgroups within the ~LC phase

3 3 Multilayering m melissic acid The reflectivity curves reported in figure 7 have been

recorded at H=20mN/m and 37.5 mN/m, in the solid phase The curve recorded at

H
=

20mN/m can easily be fitted using equation (2), with p~ =

0 98 p~~o, i~
=

3 5 urn,

p~ =

37 p ~~o,
i~

=

0 38 nm and
« =

0.47 nm. Obviously, the curve recorded at

H
=

37 5 mN/m cannot be fitted with such a simple model. Thi peak at 24 mrad is much

sharper, and its shape is different (see details near 15 mrad and 30 mrad). Actually, one can

give account of thise features assuming that a part of the surface is covered with more than a

monolayer. Interference patterns are given in
figure 7c for 3, 4 and 21 layers (representing

1.50
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crystalhtes) Clearly, an even number of layers (i e. with polar groups on the top of the

stacking) would cause a resulting shape of the reflectivity curve that would be inconsistent

with the expenmental data. Moreover, since the particular shape obtained for an odd number

of layers is due to the presence of only one additional layer, it tends to a classical (i,e, also

inconsistent with the data) Bragg pattern for an increasing number of layers This indicates

that the monolayer is in equihbnum with multilayers composed of a small (mainly 3 or 5) odd

number of layers. (t is generally assumed, but, to our knowledge, without direct expenmental
basis, that, such structures are involved in the collapse of the monolayer According to the

non-direct determination of reference [6], an even number of layers is allowed in the case of

fatty esters, probably because of a lower surface energy Thls transition to a multilayer can be

related to the plateaux which are apparent on a few (H, A ) curves, at pressures well below

the limit of stability of the film such layers exhibiting nucleation were rejected for X-ray

expenments. However, above their spreading pressure, monolayers are metastable (their
metastability depends whether or not the time of observation is larger than the charactenstic

time for molecular relaxation, which decreases with increasing pressure [44]) and recent

careful expenments [44] have shown hat nucleation would probably occur in our case.

3 2 BENDING RIGIDITY OF MONOLAYERS IN THE SOLID PHASE. If the roughness of the film

has been measured for a given resolution of the diffractometer, and if the surface pressure is

determined otherwise ~'Afilhelmy balance), K can be calculated from equation (3). Since a

drop in the roughness larger than o.o2nm can be detected, ngldities larger than

kB T can be determined. This method is indeed sensitive to the bending ngldity modulus since

the cut-off at high wave-vectors due to ngidity fi= 3 x10~m~~
is smaller than the

molecular cut-off 2 «la (a is a molecular dimension), see the appendix. Since K appears in

equation (3) with a logarithmic dependence, the precision of its determination is generally
low. By denvation of equation (3) one gets AK/K

=
(8 ar

y/kB T)
« Am

,

if the incertitude on

« is as low as o.ol nm, one should nevertheless have AK/K= o 5

Behenic acid. In the LC phase, the roughness increases upon compression as
lll,

extrapolating to the roughness of water at H
=

o (Fig 6a) More precisely, the measured

roughness follows equation (3), and thus the sole contnbution of capillary waves without

additional r1gldity accounts for it. According to reference [45] the roughness follows H More

recently published data by the same group are, however, in full agreement with a

I / / in the LC phase [21] The striking drop in the roughness at the LC/S transition (Fig. 8)

(H
=

20 mN/m) is due to the appearence of a high bending r1gldity in the solid phase [24],

which can be estimated using equation (3) K= l7okB T, the expenmental data are

consistent with a rather wide range of bending ngidity values, between 120kB T and

300 kB T After the transition, the roughness again increases as I/ /, and thus K remains

constant within expenmental incertitude

15 alkyl-group compounds The variations of the roughness of the L-a-DPPC film (Fig. 4c)

are similar to those obtained with behenic acid The drop in the roughness at H
=

35 mN/m

(LC/S transition) corresponds to the appearence of a bending rigidity K=15 kB T (with

4 kB T w K w 70 k
B

n Both below and above the tnple point, i e in the LE and LC phases,

the roughness of the hexadecanoic acid film increases as
ill, extrapolating to the

roughness of water At T
=

22 °C, a significantly lower roughness was obtained at the limit of

stability of the layer (H
=

25 mN/m), which, using equation (3), corresponds to a bending

rig1dlty K
=

70 kB T

Mefissic acid The variations of the roughness (Fig 6c) are also s1mllar to those observed

with behemc acid. Their values, however, which are approximately 0.15 nm larger for similar

surface tensions, imply a stronger scattering by surface irregulanties, and thus another
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Fig 8 Measured reflectivity of_the monolayer of behenic acid (a) in the LC phase .(H
=

15 mN/m),

(b) in the solid phase (H
=

22 mN/m), d1vlded by the Fresnel reflectivity of water RF, and the best_ fits

(z~) "~
=

0 355 nm at J 5 mN/m and 0.3 qm at 22 mN/m.

contribution to be added,to that of capillary Waves From the preceding, one
(an expect that

this contnbution comes, at least partly, from small multilayer domains. Another possibility is

that of an intrinsic roughness of the monolayer [40], which wiuld be'overwhelmed by
capillary waves for shorter chains. Experiments on transferred films are to be undertaken in

order to clarify this important point ~related to chain statistics Assuming a =0.12'kB T

(appendix) bending ngldity in the LC phase, as in the case of behenic and hexadecanoic acid,

one can estimate (using «(~~~~~~~
=

«j~~,ij~~+ «j~~ [32] this additional roughness to be

«~id
"

0 38 ± 0.03 nm Since this value is approximately constant in the LC phase, and since

no dramatic structural changes are observed at the LC/S transition, one can expect that this

estimation is also relevant for not too high surface jressures
in the solid phase. One call then

get a crude estimation of K, 300 kB T < K w 000 kB T

Comparison with bending rigidity values
m similar systems.

X-ray reflectivity is, to our knowledge, unique in allowing the determination of high
bending ngld1tles of the magnitude of those of insoluble monolayers. In light scattenng

expenments, the observation of capillary waves is l1mlted to wavelengths of approximately
I ~cmj a value which is much larger than I. Elhpsometnc measurements are very

sensitive to the large fluctuations of interfaces of very low surface tension and bending
ngidity, since, at Brewster angle, the contribution ofjfllary waves to the ellipticity (which is

imaginaryl'is directly proportional to K~ ~'~(p oz I/ Ky [46, 47]. For capillary waves at, the

air/water interface with A
=

500nrn, however, this contribution is of the order of the

experimental incertitude [46; 48]
Multi-membrane systems with low surface tension have been extensively studied by various

methods, and the values obtained with these systems provide interesting comparisons to our

data Brochard et al. [49] have shown by analyzing the flicker intensity of red blood cells that

K
=

5 to 20 kB T for this system. K has also been determined by direct [50] or Fourier [51]

analysis of the thermal undulations of vesicles or other methods such as the micropipette
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technique [52] ,The values qbtained using all these techniques range between 5 land

20 kB T for molecules having between 10 and 20 monomers. Bending ngldity values have also

been measured in multimembranes lamellar phases using ESR [53], X-ray diffraction [54] or

light scattenng [55] (since here y is very low, /$
is much larger than for monolayers) A

cosurfactant is generally used to stabilize such lamellar systems, leading to a bending r1gldity

=
kB T approximately one order of magnitude lower than for pure surfactant [54].

Discussion.

The questions to be adressed in this last paragraph are Why does the film in the solid

phase exhibit a large bending rigidity modulus ? Is it possible to understand its value and

variations with chain length ? Thls problem has recently been tackled for bilayer membranes

[56] and polymer brushes [57], but it is not clear whether or not these approaches apply to the

case of monolayers. In any case, these theones give a thickness dependence similar to that of

the theory of elasticity for continuous media. The free energy of a plate bent along
x is [58]

F
=

~~~

~
dx

§ ~

(4)
24(1 «p) ax

where ((x) is the deformation of the plate of thickness h, E the Young modulus, and

«p the Poisson modulus. This dependence comes from the plate being stretched at some

points and compressed at others Definlng the bending ngidity K by F
=

1/2 KC ~ where C is

the mean curvature of the surface, one obtains

~
2(~~~«j)

~~~

,

E/(I ml)
can be calculated from the dilational modulus of the film

e =

A (aHlaA)T [15,

59]
e =

I, I Nm~ for steanc acid [2], and thus El I ml)
=

eh
=

5,10~ J,m~ ~. Using (5),

iooo
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Fig 9 Bending rigidity modulus as a function of the number of alkyl groups The points are the

expenmental results for Log K and the full line has been calculated using equation (5) with no

adjustable parameter
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one finds K
=

190 kB T for behenic acid. Moreover, the h~ dependence is consistent with the

expenmental data (Fig. 9) The appearance of a high bending ngldity in the solid phase is thus

explained by the very low compressibility of this phase. It should also be noticed that a

realistic value for the prefactor in equation (5) can be obtained from the microscopic model of

reference [57], retaining only an entropic contribution [60]. Although this model considers

thickness variations at constant density, it is equivalent to lowest order to that developed in

reference [58].

Concluding remarks

Among the results presented above, the constancy of the aliphatic medium density within

the liquid and solid phases appears to be a most general feature of organic films adsorbed on

water From this constraint follows the abrupt increase in thickness at the LE/LC transition-

and the continuous one within the LC phase The transition to the solid phase is charactenzed

at a microscopic level by a more subtle change, the damping of capillary waves, implying the

appearance of a high bending ngidity, which is related to the elastic properties of the

monolayer.
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Appendix.

Al. Statistical mechanics of capillary waves.

The purpose of this appendix is to calculate the roughness due to thermally excited capillary

waves in the case of a ngid interface and to estimate the value to be obtained from X-ray
experiments, taking into account the resolution of the diffractometer

An analysis of the intensity scattered by the surface gives information on the power

spectrum iii ~ (modes «~ and «~) of the roughness :

I(«~ «~)
=

l/S dx dyz(x, y) e~~ ~"~~~~~ ~'~~ (A I)
~s

where z(x, y) is the height of the interface at (x, y).
The most important charactenstics of the height distribution z(x, y) are its standard

deviation (z~) ~'~ and the normalized autocorrelation function e(T) (owing to the cyhndncal

symmetry, e only depends on T =

fi~

it d«~d«~Jo(T fi) [f(«~, «~)[~

~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~
~

~~~~

dK~dK,(f(K~'K ~)

where Jo is the Bessel function of the first kind of order 0 the power spectrum of capillary

waves f(
K

~
K ~)

~
is [39]

~
kB ( I

(A.3)(~(~"~Y~' ~@Apg+y«~+K«~
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y is the surface tension and K the bending rigidity of the interface Note that, due to a

coupling between modes [39], every interface exhibits at least a small bending ngidity, which

according to a simple calculation, is equal to (3/8 ar) kB T

A conclusive experimental proof of equation (A3) can only be provided by carefully

examining the intensity scattered outside the specular direction, and we
hbpe to successfully

tackle this problem in future experiments. In any case, the surface tension («~) term is

dominant at /~her compressibihties (liquid phases), and this is demonstrated by the

measured I/ y increase of the roughness. Otherwise, the free energy contains ngldity
(« ~) terms which have been kept in our analysis, and eventually «

~
as well as higher power

terms such terms may arise from the electric properties of membranes [61, 62]. Flexoelec-

tricity ~polanzation induced by to curvature) renormahzes the bending ngldity

K~u
=

K+ e/ Also e~, where ei is the flexoelectnc coefficient on the order of 1.5 x10~~° C

[63] and A~~
is of the order of the layer thickness (~25nm). Therefore

4 are~ Also e~ =0 03 kB T is negl1glble in our case The «~ term arising from polarization
charge-polanzation charge interactions [61] is of the order of 10~ ~~

«
and may be neglected.

The effect of permanent dipoles depends on their onentation with respect to the surface of

water. For dipoles parallel to the surface, height and polansation fluctuations are not coupled
[61]. For dipoles normal to the surface, a « term appears, which is obviously dominated by
the surface tension («~) term over the range of wave-vectors investigated The ratio of the

K
~ term to the K

~ term is
p(/2

so e~ K« With po % I D/nm~ ~po
=

0.I D/nm~ for behenic acid

[64]), the «~ term dominates for wave-vectors larger than
=

10~ m~ (corresponding to our

resolution) and for the high bending rigidities that we examine. In any case, the experimental
results with a drop in the roughness correlated to the decrease in compressibility at the

transition (together with the lll
increase of the roughness in liquid phases) strongly

supports our treatment which consists in only retaining elastic terms

Using (A2) and (A 3) qne can compute the roughness of the interface due to capillary

waves (the standard deviation of the distribution)

fi
kB T /

y
2 1/2

(z )
=

Log (A 4)
4 WY ApgK

For water, with y =

72 mN/m, K
=

3/8 arkB T,
fi=

0 392 urn at T
=

25 °C A

straightforward calculation also gives.

Ko (T fi) Ko(T fi)
(A 5)C(T)

=

~Log( Y/ApgK)

where Ko is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order 0 e(T ) is represented in

figure 10 ($@
is the cut-off at short distances (high wave-vectors) due to ngldity, and

(~ the gravitational cut-off at low wave-vectors Since Ko(z) Log z
and

z ~
o

hm Ko(z)
=

0, C(T) can be approximated as follows.

z ~ w ~i T~/~

e(T)= 1- ~°~~~@~ ~~~~ ~~~~
Log ( Y /ApgK)

0 T~fi
,

Note that this function is not divergent at T ~
0.
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Fig 10 Normalized autocorrelation function calculated for capillary waves from equation (A 5) a is

the distance between aliphatic chains in a condensed layer
,

A2. Scattering by surface irregularities. '

Using the KJrchhoff theory [65] jr
other methods [32, 66, 67] (all these methods are

equivalent after the required approximations are performed and amount to computing the

phase differences, due to the roughness, of plane waves reflecting on a perfect diopter), one

obtains for the intensity scattered in the direction q

j ~ ~ ~(qxx+q~y)
iq~[z(x,y)-z(0,0)lj (~ ~)

Watt
~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~

~

Assuming a normal distribution for z(x, y) (this is rigorous for an interface described-by a

harmonical Hamiltonian, here in the limit
T m

/$, the region that accounts for almost all

the scattered intensity), the mean value of the phase difference in equation (A 7) is given by

e'~~~~~~~~~ ~~°> °)i j
=

~

qi <z2> (1 e~x y~~

~~~ ~~~S, '

(A 8)

~scatt"°~ 'j
T dT Jo (T ~/qj

+ q 2~
~-

qi jz2> ii e(r))

~
A 9~

(A 9) shows that for given q~ and q~, the contribution due to surface irregulanties will only
be significative if these'irregulanties

are separated by less than (qj
+ qj)~ ~'~ (and a high value

of the correlation function)
In the q~ direction (j~

=
0, q~

=

0) the information about the roughness spectrum is lost

(this is an obvious property of the Fourier transform)~ The morphology z(x, y) cannot be

studied by such a reflectivity experiment, and one describes the interface using a density
distribution p (z) This justifies the method described in section I to compute the reflectivity
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For a Gaussian height distribution, p (z) is an error function whose width is the measured

roughness [32].

A3. Influence of the difEractometer resolution on the measurdd roughness.

In fact, the angular resolution of the diffractometer is finite, and, thus, (A 7) has to be

summed over a range of q. Near the specular condition, the proportionality factor in (A 7)
reduces to R~(8), and then, the reflectivity is the convolution.

R (qz
"

RF(qz) it dqx dqy it dx dy'e~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~Y
~~ e~ <~ ~~ ~ ~j[~~ ~~ 3l (q~ qy) (A.10)

where 3l is the resolution function of the diffractometer, for which we assume a Gaussian

shape [32]. Let us note that (A 10) only holds when the dimensions of the illuminated area are

much smaller than the source-to-sample and sample-to-detector distances, and that this is not

verified at too grazing angles of incidence (lower than
=

10~ ~ rad) Performing the integration

over q~ and q~.

R(q~)
=

R~(q~) it dx dy e~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~~'~~~ ii (x, y) (A I1)

where the Founer transform of 3l is 11 :

where AqJfi and Aq~/fi
are the half-wldths~ at half-maximum of the

resolution function 3l along the x and y axis. Inserting (A 6) in (A11), taking into account

that Aq~ Aq~ » y/Apg, it follows

a&
R(qj)

=

RF(qz) dx dy 3l(x, y) + +

~-
fi&

+ 2 jj(j
~

~& dX dY £(X, Y) eXP ~)~ q] L°g ( (X~ + Y~) (A 13)

iYi »1
~

The first iiitegrai, of the order of iq~Aq~ KM y is neghgtble Most generally, and in

particular for our apparatus, the resolution is much better along one axis jtere the x axis,

since Aq~ =12 x
10~ m~', Aq~ =

6.8 x
10~ m~ ~, see paragraph 21). It, follows that, in our

case, the average properties of the interface are determined on an area extending over

=
5 urn along y, and over =

10 ~cm along x. Hence, the variation of the function along the y

axis over the domain> of integration can be neglected One obtains :

which gives

R(q)
=

R~(qz)
iii ~~~ ~ ~~l'i ~~~ i

(A15)
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where r(a,x) is the incomplete r function Developing the r function for

(kB T/4 dry) q) « I, one obtains

£
q] Log

)
kB T

~R(qz)
"

RF(qz) ~
~ ~~~

~ ~~'~ ~ ~ ~°~ ~
4 My

~~ ~~ ~~~

where y~ is Euler's constant, or :

~~~z~
=

RF~~z)
e~~~l~°~

i
~YE +

L°~2~l

~~ ~~~

which is of the form [31, 32]

_~2~2
R(qz)

=

RF(qz) e ~ (A.18)

~~rhjre the measured roughness «
is such that

«2
=

fi Log
~

j
~

(y~ + Log
)1

(A.19)
~ry q~

For water and with Aq~
=

2 x
10~ m~

',
one obtains « =

0 297 nm, significantly smaller

than the intrinsic value (A 4) This equation differs from reference [32] by the addition of

corrective terms and without an additional parameter related to the atomic size.
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